
6 Important QuestIons You must ask Before 
You BuY Your next shed!

InsIde you’ll fInd many of the most Commonly asked 
questIons and our answers to them as to why grant 
“aussIe tough” sheds are better than others.

“aussie-tough farm sheds ... delivered on time & backed by our Incredible 50 year rock-solid guarantee!”



Important QuestIons You must ask Before  
You BuY Your next shed!

these answers should assist you to fully understand what “Grant sheds” can 
do for you and how our “super strong aussie tough sheds” are better than 
others.

Q1:  Can I get the shed I want and stay within my budget? 

Q2:  I want a good, stronG shed. how can I be sure your sheds won’t let me 

down?

Q3:  Can you tell me how you do things better?

Q4: do you use australian material?

Q5:  What happens with Council Building approvals?

Q6:  are your sheds easy to build yourself?

Q7:  Can you build my new “true Blue aussie tough Grant” shed for me?

Q8:  how quick can you supply and build my shed?

Q9:  What are the payment terms?

Q10:  What happens with delivery?

Q11:  Will I have to chase you for information on when my shed will be supplied?

Q1:  Can I get the shed I want and stay within my budget?
a:  Because our quoting process is done on our specialized shed quoting programs, it is 

easy and quick for us to give you a number of written proposals for different shed sizes 
or layout plans.

We can give you:

• a number of proposals for different shed sizes or layouts

• provide detailed, written proposals quickly

•  Give you printed drawings of the shed(s) so you can “see” and easily understand the 
layout and the quote.
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By providing this, you will be able to compare prices between different sizes and design lay-
outs to see what best fits with your shed needs and your budget. 

Q2:  I want a good, stronG shed. how can I be sure your sheds 
won’t let me down?

a:   We are so confident of the strength and quality of our sheds that we offer an incredible 
and outrageous “50 year structural guarantee” (explained in more detail in Book 7).

how can we do this?

Grant sheds has been building “super strong, aussie tough” sheds in south australia since 
1952… that’s 58 years… and 10,000+ sheds !

this means we well and truly know sheds, we know how to make stronG sheds and we 
know how to design sheds. We know the region’s weather, it’s environmental conditions, the 
types of materials to use and how to design, manufacture and build sheds that will last 100+ 
years.

Q3: Can you tell me how you do things better?
a:   Certainly. We have a reputation for premium quality sheds that are stronG and very 

touGh and will stand the test of time. here are just some examples of the many ways 
we achieve this:

1.  our sheds are designed by professional structural engineers to make sure they comply 
with the current Building Code of australia and they are designed to withstand a 1 in 
100 year freak weather event. the designs are based on the wind readings over a 100 
year return period. In sa (region a), this equates to wind speeds of 147 kph - that’s 41 
metres per second !

2.  the strong steel frames won’t blow down or attract termites. they are heavy duty sheds, 
designed to withstand your local conditions. If our sheds were body builders they’d be in 
arnold schwarzenegger’s “mr universe” class!

3.  We supply long-length, overlapping roof purlins and wall girts that give much stronger 
connections than typical butt-together C-section purlins. the overlapping creates the 
same effect as “continuous” purlins and this is much stronger than butt joints.

4.  Grant “true Blue aussie tough sheds” are well braced as this is an integral part of the 
design structure - it adds strength and rigidity and peace of mind for the owner.

  If these components are omitted, the shed strength is compromised and may lead to 
structure failure in high wind and up-lift conditions. even the smallest of our sheds has 
bracing in them.

  our customers tell us the strength and cross-bracing in the roof sections is much better 
than in other sheds they’ve seen.

these are some of the many reasons why sa farmers have come to rely on us as the only 
company they will build a shed with, and the only shed company they will recommend to their 
family and friends. over 53% of our shed sales are from existing customers and referrals from 
happy customers.



Q4:  do you use australian material?
a:  Yes. We use top quality, first grade Bluescope steel products.

 

Q5:  What happens with Council Building approvals?

a:  With 58 years of experience under our belts, we understand the building application 
processes, compliance issues and regulations, so we’ll help you get your council 
approval.

after you order your new “true Blue aussie tough shed” from Grant sheds, we will draw up all 
the technical engineering plans on our computer based programs. You will get:

• Layout drawings in plan view

• elevation drawings x 4

• member schedule

• footings detail

• Connection details, and

• engineering Calculations

this will give you all the engineering information about the structure of the shed that you need 
to submit to council with your building application. We’ll also give you advice and suggestions 
to get your approval as quickly as possible.

Q6:  are your sheds easy to build yourself?

a:  Yes… as long as you have some building knowledge. You need to understand the 
necessity for things to be square and level.If you get your footings right, the rest will be 
relatively easy. Building Instructions are supplied but you do also need to remember it is a 
big job. You need the right equipment for keeping things square, lifting frames into place 
and working safely.

It certainly isn’t a one man job.

We do make it easier, by having the framing and purlins pre-punched with holes for nearly all 
the bolts that hold the components together and this will save you a huge amount of drilling 
time.

here’s what others have said about building their own Grant shed… 

 
“We have put up several sheds but never one using footing bolts, now I wouldn’t do it any 
other way. The shed was neatly packaged as we carted it ourselves. We erected it ourselves 
and it was easy to do; not one bolt hole was out of place. We are very happy with the 
finished shed. The only problem.. It should be bigger!! A very good shed.”  

                                                                                                          Peter Faint, Saddleworth, SA
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If you are a confident handyman type, you know it is a big job that will take time and if you 
understand that if you’re not building sheds all the time it will certainly be harder for you than for 
an experienced builder, then you are probably ok to build it yourself.

 But we will point out … these days over 90% of the sheds we sell, we also build. this is 
because many people understand that it may be a false saving to do it yourself, when an 
experienced builder will have the job done so much quicker. It is often a better economic 
proposition to pay for the shed to be built and spend your time doing tasks that you are 
experienced in and which make money for you. for example, farmers recognise the benefit 
of getting on with their work on the farm rather than being side tracked with shed building. 
Business owners know they bring in more money (that pays for the shed) when they keep 
working in their business rather than building their new shed.

Q7: Can you build my new “true Blue aussie tough Grant” shed for me?

a:  Yes. our Grant sheds accredited “precision shed Builders” can save you time and money. 
the “precision shed Builders” we use are exceptionally qualified. they take pride in their 
workmanship and always perform to a high level. several of our 
building teams have been with us for 20+ years !!

now that’s irrefutable proof of our confidence in their workmanship.  
It’s also proof that they enjoy working with us … and for good reason.  
You don’t get that kind of lasting relationship without exceptional 
commitment to quality in terms of product and service from both parties.

We make stronG sheds that are designed to be easy to build and we support our builders by 
organizing their schedules, delivering sheds on time and fixing any issues that arise quickly, so 
they can get on with their job of building your shed to the highest possible standard. 

 “excellent job, extremely happy with quality and structure of sheds. the builder, steve, 
did a marvellous job with erecting the sheds with high quality workmanship. highly 
recommend Grant sheds and the builders. may I take this opportunity to thank you very much 
for a fantastic shed and lean-to.” 
                                                                                           Kevin and Leanne Graetz, Lucindale, SA

 
“Your sheds are a very good product and steve’s professionalism as a builder is 
faultless. We enjoy the guys’ company and look forward to catching up again soon.”            
                   
                                                                                                           Milton Chandler, Ceduna, SA

“top shed. top Builders. Why would anybody mess around with any of the other crap on the 
market?” 
                                                                                                     Greg Turner, Kangaroo Island, SA

Right: “Precision Shed Builder” Steve Charnstrom 
has worked with Grant Sheds for 20 years



 
 
“my builder friend checked over the shed you built for me at Loxton. he was surprised and 
elated with the quality of the workmanship and pride your builders obviously have in their 
work. not knowing much about the building game myself, this information gave me the confidence 
that I made the right choice when selecting Grant sheds, not only to purchase the shed, but to 
build it as well.”
                                                                                                           Greg Burns, Loxton north, sa

 

Q8:  how quick can you supply and build my shed?

a:  that depends on the shed type, size and time of the year. It also depends on if we are 
building it for you or just supplying the shed kit. supply is usually 4-8 weeks if we’re 
supplying the kit only. If you want us to build it for you, then we will talk with you when 
quoting and give you an indication of the time frame if you were to place your order at that 
time. But if you wait some months before you order, our whole building schedule may have 
changed dramatically.

When you place your order, only then can we lock you into our building schedules. We will then 
be able to give you a specific building time and we won’t put any other shed order in your building 
spot.

Q9:  What are the payment terms?

a:  this depends on the size, type and value of the shed and whether you are buying just 
the shed kit or the shed erection as well. the payment terms will be shown on all shed 
proposals and confirmed with you when you order.

 

Q10: What happens with delivery?

a:  there are a number of delivery choices and the best method for you will depend on a 
number of variables. We will talk these through with you to establish the best and most 
cost effective method for your own circumstances.

But the choices are:

• We deliver direct to your shed site on our own trucks & trailers

• You can collect from our factory

• We can organise delivery by an independent truck company

 

Q11: Will I have to chase you for information on when my shed will be
           supplied?

a:  no, we keep you informed every step of the way. from the time you contact us for a 
quote, through to the design stage, the manufacturing process and the delivery and 
construction of your “true Blue aussie tough Grant shed,” we will keep you “in the loop.” 



 

You won’t waste your valuable time chasing us up with telephone calls to find out what’s happening 
or when the shed or the builders will arrive. We’ll have all your contact details so even if we can’t 
reach you by phone one day, we’ll send you a note by fax, email or text to keep you informed. 

“from stories I’d heard from friends and neighbours, I was expecting that no matter who I bought 
my shed from, it would be me that was having to ring and chase the supplier and the builders, but 
my experience with Grant sheds was the complete opposite. the service from Grant’s was 
excellent. everyone involved was happy, helpful and informative. I received regular phone 
calls to keep me advised about the progress of my order, which was terrific.”
                                                                                                          Bill Herde, Rudall, Eyre Peninsula

 
I hope this list of questions and our answers has helped you out. If you have any other questions, if 
you’d like us to help you determine the best size and design for your new shed or get a quote, or if 
you want to order your new shed now...

then, please contact us via phone, fax or email today. 

   1. You Can CaLL us to give us to discuss the shed you want to order 
                  on freecall 1800 088 528

   2. You Can fax your shed order to us on (08) 8583 5402.
   Just sign the shed quote that you want to order, fax it back to us and we’ll  
   be in touch with your shortly to discuss it in more detail with you.

   3. rush Your shed order and deposIt back to us as soon as possible 
   by maIL to Grant sheds, po Box 29, monash sa 5342, or

   4. emaIL your shed order to us at sales@grantsheds.com.au 

Looking for a farm shed that’ll do the job properly... one you can rely on to 
do everything you need? 

Call Grant sheds noW on freecall 1800 088 528 or go to 
www.grantsheds.com.au
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“the customer service I received from Grant 
sheds was great. everyone was really helpful 
and communications were exceptional. I’m really 
pleased with my decision to buy a Grant shed.”
  
                                       Paul Schaeffer, Ramco



“the builders took great pride in their workmanship. a very neatly finished job. Very tidy works as 
well. Well done and thanks!” 

Rob Sanders 
RJ & ED & SN Sanders, Tintinara SA

“excellent job - fast and much appreciated. Job well done”              C & C Henrich, Robertstown SA

“We are more than happy with the shed. a job well done. thanks”           
                                                                                                           Donald Newbold, Yorketown, SA

“an excellent job, a superior shed. 
the builders couldn’t have been 
better.” 

Phillip and Judy Ongley, Wanbi, SA

ContaCt detaILs

freecall: 1800 088 528 
ph: (08) 8583 5262 
fx: (08) 8583 5402 
email: info@grantsheds.com.au 
www.grantsheds.com.au 
postal address: po Box 29, monash, south australia 5342

© 2010 neW horIzons (sa) ptY Ltd  tradInG as Grant sheds (“Grant sheds”).


